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ABSTRACT

The  phenomenon  of  ‘terrorism’  trigged  by  various  factors,
therefore, may not be looked at it from a single (western) point
of view. Keeping this in view, this paper examines the ongoing
menace of terrorism and provides a lens to see it not only as it is
defined and claimed by the West but also proxy phenomena with
tacit objectives that serve the interest of the West.  It spotlights
how the American struggle for becoming a sole world power
has destabilized global peace and security after the Cold War.
The paper further analyzes and examines how the terrorism has
become  synonymous  with  Islam  .We  critically  examine  the
current  waves  of  terrorism  in  Pakistan  and  locate  it  in  the
broader global political context. The paper outlines and stress
tolerance and the accommodation of alternative voices as the
most effective ways for mutual co-existence of all nations and
religions. The paper is not meant to be ‘authoritative’ but rather
arouses  the  curiosity  to  explore  the  area  more  and  develop
arguments about the issue under discussion.

Key words: Terrorism, cold war, global political economy, and mutual
co-existence. 

Introduction 

The  discourse  of  ‘terrorism’  has  become  a  buzz  word  and  widely
experienced  phenomena  by  the  world  in  general  and  Pakistan  in
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particular.  However,  it  is  relay  a  difficult  to  agree  upon  a  unitary
definition and meaning of terrorism as the term and its use has a long
history  and  different  meanings  (Haque,  2006),  banking  upon  on  the
context  and  people/groups  that  use  it.  Terrorism  carries  different
connotations, i.e. it is a plan and approach; a holy war or religious duty;
an  acceptable  response  to  oppression  (White,  2009).  Terrorists  are
named  as  insurgents,  rebels,  guerrillas,  separatists,  insurrectionists,
freedom  fighters,  fundamentalists  and  Islamic  Jihadists.  This  shows,
Stuart Hall (1997) would argue, that people assign meanings to events,
people, groups and objects by a particular frameworks of interpretations
they bring to them. It is then clear to argue that much meaning making
depends on whose perspective is being represented. This enables us to
draw on Mockaitis  (2008) who argues that  one person’s “terrorist” is
another’s  “freedom  fighter”.   Focusing  on  the  complex  nature  of
terrorism,  this  paper  is  an  attempt  to  see  the  phenomena  with  more
comprehensive, critical and sociological lenses. 
Epistemologically the word “Terror” is taken from Latin word “terrere”
which means “to frighten”. In simple usage, it means the organized and
systematic  use  of  violence  or  threat,  often  against  the  civilian
population,  to  gain  economic,  political  or  social  ends,  to  frighten
opponents,  or  to  air  and  publicize  grievances.  Terrorists  are  least
bothered  about  the  channels  of  political  negotiation  (Paul  Johnson,
1981).  For scholars, experts, and individual agencies within the same
political  establishment/governmental  apparatus,  it  is  relatively hard to
define  exactly  what  is  meant  by  terrorism  (Bruce  Hoffman,  2006).
Nevertheless,  various  studies  carried  out  by  individual  scholars  and
organizations,  have  found  many  working  definition  of  terrorism
depending  on  the  context  and  the  purpose  they  are  associated  with
(Jeffrey, 2003). For the purpose of this paper, we take into account two
definitions  given  by  Johan  J.  Macionis  (1997)  and  United  Nation
Security Council’s (UNSC) Report (2004) respectively.  
According to John J. Macionis (1997),  “terrorism is synonymous with
violence  which  either  used  by  an  individual  or  group  as  a  political
strategy”.  Drawing on Macionis,  we  will  link  the argument  with the
global political game and will highlight how the discourse of terrorism is
used by the world political players, dominantly American, as political
strategy for gaining political  and economic gains.  The United Nation
Security Council report (2004) gives a more comprehensive definition:
“an  act  which  causes  death  or  harms  humans  to  scare  and coerce  a
government or an organization for the vested interest”. 
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In this  sense,  terrorism,  like revolution,  is  a  politically motivated act
beyond  the  fetters  of  the  established  political  system  practiced  by
numerous  political  organizations  to  materialize  their  objectives.  It  is
employed  by  both  right  and  left  wing  groups  ,  nationalistic  groups,
religious groups, revolutionaries, and ruling governments (Encyclopedia
Britannica: 2006). Ruby (2002) “argues that the glaring characteristic of
terrorism is the undiscerning use of force against harmless people for
getting  wide  spread  publicity  or  fame  for  a  group(s),  individual  or
cause”. In the light of the above discussion, we argue that terrorism is
explicitly and tacitly a politically motivated violence, both by the state
and non-state  actors,  perpetrated  against  non-combatant  and  innocent
civilians  to  obtain  political,  economic,  social  and  cultural  goals.
Johnson (1981) fits very well here when he asserted that “terrorism is a
tactic employed not only by a group but also by governments against
their own people”. 

Historical Background 

According to Blin and Chaliand (2007), the history of terrorism can be
traced to the Antiquity (1st to 14th Century A.D). It can be traced to the
Zealous of Judea also known as  sicarii; dagger-men who carried out
implicit campaigns of killing Roman occupants. The  sicarii or dagger-
men  also  targeted  Jews  whom  they  felt  had  collaborated  with  the
Romans. Their main purpose was to make it clear to everyone that they
could not be true and sincere to the teaching and orders of Judaism while
being subjugated by Romans. It was this uncompromising belief that led
to Zealot’s open revolt. Eventually, they were besieged and committed
mass suicide at the fortification of Masada.
The Assassins are  claimed  to  be  second  group  that  showed  glaring
characteristics of terrorism (Blin and Chaliand, 2007). Blin and Chaliand
argue that Nizari,  a faction of Shia muslims, while conscious of their
limited  power,  employed  the  tactic  of  killing  the  enemy  leaders.
Hassam-i-Sabbah, the leader of the group, based the faction in the hilly
areas  of  Northern  Iran.  He  would  send  a  single  killer  to  the  most
important enemy leader at the cost of his own life (Haffman, 2006). 
 There is consensus that from late 13th century to the1700s (the time of
the Assassins) violence and barbarism were exhaustively used in warfare
and conflict. However, recognizable characteristics for terrorism, as we
experienced them today, were virtually absent. Before the onset of the
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modern nation state1 2, world politics was chiefly organized on the basis
of Westphalia system (see peace treaty of Westphalia in 1648). It was
dominantly  with  the  emergence  of  the  nation  state  and  modern
technology and sophisticated weaponry that terrorism got momentum.
Liqueur  (2009)  argues  that when  kingdoms  and  principalities  were
transformed  to  nations.  They  had  enough  resources  and  powers  to
control terrorism. This became a menace and uncontrollable in the post-
colonial era. According to Tilly (2004), the words ‘terrorism’ ‘terror’,
‘terrorists’ took prominence within the Western political discourse as a
description  of  the  French  revolutionaries’  against  their  domestic
opponents. The discourse of ‘terrorism’ started in 1795 (see the Reign of
Terror). It was meant to terrify those who opposed the new government.
A huge number (about 17,000) people were executed by legalizing the
act.  Many of these executions occurred in public using the guillotine,
with another 23,000 illegal executions (Cohen & Kennedy, 2007).  
It  is  argued  that  throughout  19th century,  revolutionary  political
discourses,  sophisticated  weaponry  and  advanced  technology
encouraged individual  act(s)  of  terrorism and the  formation  of  small
revolutionary  groups  who effectively  threatened and  attacked nation-
states across the world. Many heads of states like those of France, Italy,
Russia,  Spain  and  the  United  States  were  assassinated  by  the
revolutionary groups to support the propaganda of the deed. However,
the  group(s)  failed  to  become a  transformative  political  campaign of
their  incompetence  and  refusal  to  cooperate  with  other  social
movements (Hossay, 2002).   The glaring example of the head of the
states and political parties are Liaqat Ali Kahn: the first Prime Minister
of Pakistan who was assassinated in 1951 and Benazir Bhutto: two time
prime  minister  and  chairperson  of  Pakistan  People  Party  who  was
assassinated on December 27, 2007).  
Having said this, another development, the last quarter nineteen century
was the emergence of nationalism and fascism in which the nation and
the  political  state  were  brought  together.  By  the  time  states  started
emphasis  on  national  identities,  peoples  and  groups  that  had  been
colonized opted either  for  assimilation or  struggled for  independence
and freedom. Some of the prominent nationalist struggles, i.e. the best
known multi-century struggle of Irish nationalism, from this time are
still  unresolved.  Communism  became  a  much  bigger  socio-political
force in the 20th century (Smith & Baylis, 2001).

21 The nation-state is a sovereign political and geopolitical entity whose citizen share common 
language, culture, values and claim to self-determination and autonomy as well as exclusion of 
external actors from domestic authority structures.
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To locate the phenomena and discourse of terrorism in the recent past,
nationalism became vital force in the early 20 th century.  It emerged as
potential  force among subjects (colonized people) of  various colonial
empires. It is an undisputable fact that resistance and dissent, sometimes
resulted  in  open  warfare,  were  common  in  virtually  all  colonial
possessions,  and  sub-continent  was  no  exception.    It  is  argued  that
nationalist identities remained the key basis for these actions.  With the
passage of time the nations were closely linked to the notion of race and
ethnicity, global  powers,  explicitly  and tacitly, began to support  such
ideas.  Members  of  ethnic  groups  traced  to  realize  their  nationalistic
ambitions  where  they  lost  their  states  and  prestige  as  independent
nations. Most  of  these  group  opted  violence  and  terror  as  the  most
effective methods to carry out their struggle to attract the attention of the
superior power and to earn their sympathy. The Irish and Macedonians,
while  struggling  for  independence,  carried  out  terrorist  campaigns
(Keylor, 1992).  
The increasing use of violence and terror started in World War I (WWI)
and  accelerated  during  World  War  II  (WWII)  which  desensitized
communities and people to violence (also see Haque 2006). All fighters
of the Second World War sought a justification for the use of violence
against others and hence termed it as “everybody does it”. The volume
and  chances  of  conflict  between  starkly  opposed  ideologies  led  to
excessive  violence  on  the  part  of  all  political  powers  and  groups.
Refined and latest weapons and highly thought out tactics that targeted
the  enemy population  to  abolish  their  economic  growth  for  war  and
conflict exposed virtually every individual (civilian) to the hazards of
warfare. The revolutionary and resistance organizations that employed
terrorist tactics were viewed as an acceptance of their legitimacy.
The bi-polar world (United State of America and Soviet Union being
world super  powers)  and their  Cold War23changed understanding and
perception  of  warfare  and conflicts  across  the  world  which  affected-
directly and indirectly- every part of the globe (Baylis and Smith, 2001).
Terrorism was used as a major tactic by the colonized people to gain
freedom from their colonial masters. Minor conflicts took place in the
areas where the super powers, USA and USSR avoided full scale nuclear
war. Warfare between these powers mostly took place in the peripheral
areas in order to prevent the full scale threat of nuclear war. Immediately
after WWII period and during cold war, terrorism was more of a tactical

32 The Cold War was the continuing state of competition, tension and conflict that existed 
primarily between the United States and the Soviet Union and those countries’ respective allies from
the mid-1940s to the early 1990s.
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choice  by  leaders  of  nationalist  and  revolutionary  groups  who  were
long-suppressed  (Mearsheimer,  1990).  Terrorism  was  mostly  in
coordination  with  social,  political  and  military  actions.  It  was  also
combined with other activities even when it dominated the other aspects
of the nationalistic struggle for Palestinian Campaign against Israel.
Most of the Western scholars and media consistently reiterate that during
the  Cold  War.  USSR  overtly  and  covertly  assisted  and  supported
revolutionary  groups  and  political  movements  across  the  globe.
Nevertheless,  America  and her  allies  equally  supported  revolutionary
and resistance movements across the world which they saw server to
their  interest.  Many  of  these  individuals,  groups  and  organizations,
supported by Soviet Union and USA for their vested interest, employed
terrorism  to  buttress  their  political  and  military  goals.  These  also
encouraged extremists  to  use  violence and terrorism as  the  means to
achieve their targets. 
The Western discourses and literature assert that  the modern wave of
terrorism begun in 1968. They argue that it only when the Popular Front
for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP) hijacked an El Al airliner en route
from Tel Aviv to Rome. However, we argue that the forceful foundation
of Israeli state in 1948 by making it clear that Jerusalem (a holy place
for the all the three Abrahamic faith). The American troops in Lebanon,
the  British  and  French  at  Suez,  USSR  and  American  forces  on
Afghanistan and the Iraq invasion by US and its allies’ troops can be
decaled as the final piece of this puzzling phenomenon. According to
Cohen (2007), the destructive and glaring act of international terrorism
took place on September 11, 2001 when civilian airlines were hijacked
by  terrorist,  allegedly  Muslim,  and  crashed  them  with  World  Trade
Center towers in New York City and the Pentagon in Washington, DC.
These terrorist attacks on the United States of America led to the ‘war on
terror’.

Terrorism in Pakistan: A Critical Analysis 

It is really hard to separate out myth and realty; therefore we are making
the assessment by carefully looking into the strength of the arguments
and  the  evidence  describing  contemporary  terrorism.  Terrorism  in
Pakistan  can  be  better  understood  by  keeping  it  within  the  broader
global  political  perspective  and  cultural  hegemony  of  the  West,
especially America. 
In the wake of the event of 9/11, Europe in general and North America
in particular, labeled Muslims as responsible for extremist and terrorist
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activities  worldwide.  Immediately  after  9/11,  without  hesitation,  the
United States labeled and declared Cuba, Iran, Iraq, Libya, North Korea,
Syria and Sudan as sponsors of terrorism. Cohen and Kennedy (2007)
argue that since September 11, 2001, the violence committed by Islamic
fighters (jihadists) in New York, Madrid and London provided politician,
media and the public alike in Europe and North America to be conscious
of the threat posed by terrorism.  Cohen et, al. (2007) further asserts that
one must not forget that Islamic fundamentalists have been behind other
terrorist acts across the world.  
Western scholars claim that Islam is a pro-fanatic and extremist religion.
A fanatic  can  be  anyone  who  is  filled  in  with  an  irrational  zeal,
dominantly  a  religious  or  political  cause  (see  American  Heritage
Dictionary, 2006).  It is this Western perspective which led them to label
Arabs or Muslims responsible for the attacks of September 11,  2001.
Since then West has been trying to link all kind of terrorist activities to
the group headed by Osama bin Laden known as Al-Qaeda. They have
been accusing a group of the Muslims to have developed an ideology,
shaped  by  the  belief  that  Islam is  being  targeted  and  humiliated  by
‘western  values’;  the  miserable  condition  of  the  Palestinians,  the
Muslims in  Kashmir, Afghanistan and Iraq are  a  rallying call  for  al-
Qaeda  whose  central  goal  is  to  take  out  Americans  from  Muslim
countries  and  dismantle  pro-United  State  Middle  Eastern  regimes,
especially  Israel.   This  is  what  we  term  the  Western  perspective  of
terrorism and can be summed up into what Robert Cox claims that all
theories are subjective and serve the interest of the people who produce
them  (Cox,  1981).  It  was  these  dominant  discourses  and  Western
perspective of defining terrorism that led to the so called global war on
terror. 
Putting the discussion in historical context,  we argue that the seed of
terrorism, labeled as religious extremists, in Pakistan was sown by the
Western powers when they decide to wage war against  Soviet  Union
using Pakistani and Arabs. This belief is firmly publicly espoused by
leading politicians, i.e. Imran Khan on more the one occasion (interview
with Geo on April 15, 2010, Sama TV 2010, and Dawn News January
2010).  This  resistance  in  Afghanistan  to  Soviet  Union  was  declared
‘jihad’.  Madrasas (religious schools) were set up with foreign funding
to  prepare  a  group of  fighters  for  Jihad,  which we label  as  western
ideological  and  political  war  against  USSR.   The  fact  is  not  only
common in the East but equally comes from the West. Rourke (2005)
argues that American reaction to perceived threat from USSR, in other
words communism was the containment doctrine. The perceived threats
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from communism altered the United State’s foreign policy and led USA
to a policy of opposing the USSA diplomatically and militarily across
the world.  The changes of  policy  enable  United State  to  move  from
prewar  norms  of  isolationism  to  postwar  globalism  and  funded  and
sponsored a number of regional allies against USSR (ibid). 
It is widely stated fact, both in the East and West that several groups
were provided arms and funds to fight against the Soviets and pro Soviet
Afghan  forces.  Seven  of  these  factions  were  supported  by  the  West
through Pakistan and eight  by Iran.  They were used by international
powers to fight against the Soviet Union. This is denied by the US and
Pakistan  leadership.  However,  it  is  widely  believed  by  public  and
academician in America as well as in Pakistan. Sociologists Cohen and
Kennedy in  their  book  Global  Sociology argue  that  “USA supported
Taliban  in  the  late  1990s  when  they  were  seen  as  a  useful  anti-
communists force…Pakistan and Saudi, close allies of USA, provided
considerable assistance to Taliban (Cohen and Kennedy, 2007)”. 
Steven Alan Carr in his article War on terror cite The Washington Post
which wrote that Ronald Reagan, the them president, endorse and signed
National  Security  Decision  Directive  166  in  March  1985,  which
buttressed and endorsed laundering money from the “Golden Crescent”
drug business to provide “stepped-up covert military aid” in the form of
“a  dramatic  increase  in  arms  supplies   a  steady  rise  to  65,000  tons
annually  by  1987.  National  Security  Decision  Directive  166  also
endorses a ceaseless stream of Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and
Pentagon specialists to Pakistan’s forces (Pakistan’s secret police). The
Washington Post  further  reported that  from there,  Pakistan,  receiving
funds from USA, plan operations for heavily armed Afghan mujaheddin
(now labeled as Al-Qaeda rebels  by the USA and West) of which Bin
Laden was the most important player fighting against the former USSR
in Afghanistan.  In addition to arms and expertise, the effort supplied
thousands  of  Korans  as  well  as  extremist-nationalist  tracts  (19  July
1992). It  is argued that at the end of the Afghan  jihad in 1989, these
groups  were  left  without  any  proper  assistance  and  targets  so  they
looked for another theater of jihad which was to supports and liberate
the  illegal  occupation  of  Muslims  territories  from  the  non-Muslims.
Typically, as the history reveals and affirms, these freedom fighters and
revolutionary groups turned on their erstwhile supporters. It is argued
that  these  freedom  fighters  invited  Al  Qaeda  to  Afghanistan  for
establishing  their  government  and  place  where  their  rule  will
established. 
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Raman in his article, published on February 09, 2010 in the Chennai, Sri
Lanka  Guardian  wrote  that  Pakistan  provided  support  to  freedom
fighters (Taliban) for taking control of Kabul in 1996. He further argues
that Taliban occupied a considerably large part of Afghanistan under the
auspices and support of the ISI and the Pakistan Army. By the time the
Government of Pakistan thought to end Indian influence in Afghanistan
which proved otherwise. Nevertheless, the state of affairs did not prove
what the government of Pakistan thought and received shock that it was
not. Seeking their interest, secular elements and anti-Taliban segments in
Afghanistan, who were helped by India and Soviet Union, hit back at the
Taliban and its ISI patrons and facilitated the liberation of Afghanistan
from the  Taliban  rule  post-9/11.  He  argues  that  there  was  vivid  and
strong anti-Pakistan uprising in Kabul. This as well as Pakistan active
involvement  in Cold War which led to the disintegration of USSR lead
us to the conclusion that foreign hands (may be Russia and India) are
actively involved in terrorist activities in Pakistan. 
There is a strong belief and consensus that India is actively involved in
terrorist  activities  in  Pakistan.  Mushahid  Hussain  (Syed-Secretary
General Pakistan Muslim League (PML-Q)-very categorically said that
“If  India  is  concern  and talks  about  terrorism then  India  should  not
forget that it is also involved in sponsoring terrorism and extremism in
Pakistan from Afghanistan” (an exclusive interview with Geo-a private
TV Channel  November 18, 2009). Having interviewed more than 37
people in upper Dir of KPK during the Pakistani Army operation against
the  Taliban,  I  was  told  by  the  majority  that  people  who  identified
themselves with Al Qaeda in Afghanistan enter as either Imam (prayers
leader) or as students and making links with the local population formed
groups  who  initially  destroyed  female  schools  and  video  centers  to
establish an Islamic system along their defined standards of Islam. When
the government started operation those foreigners disappeared leaving
the local people helpless. This gives clear evidence that the disappeared
leader  were  Pakistan’s  enemies  who  later  on  targeted  and  attacked
Mosques, shopping centers, law enforcing agencies (police and security
guards  and  even  higher  educational  institutions  such  as  International
Islamic University. This brutal killing of innocent people can be done by
the enemy non-state actors and not by the Muslim, even by the one with
a weak degree of belief in Islam. 
United State offered support to Pakistani government for coping with the
TTP  offensive,  was  accepted  and  the  Pakistani  government  quietly,
rather we will say openly, allowed CIA to search and target for the TTP
leaders through its Drone (unmanned) planes. It is no more a secret that
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the government of Pakistan has allowed US ground forces personnel to
operate in different areas of the country under the cover of employees of
Blackwater- a notorious US Security Company, which works in close
co-ordination  with  the  CIA.  This  has  been  strongly  denied  by  the
government  of  Pakistan  till  the  time  it  was  pointed  out  by  the
intellectual,  media  and public  by giving the vivid violation of  traffic
laws (I am witness to this on November 02, 2009 Blue Area, October 23,
2009  Abpara,  January 13, 2010 in front of  Serena hotel   Islamabad).
They also think of themselves free and above the law as they denied to
be checked by the security forces in the defense area of Lahore reported
by Geo and all other TV channels on December 21, 2009.  This became
more  violent  and  evident  when  an  American  spy  (Raymond  David)
killed three innocent people at Mazang Chowk, Lahore, Pakistan. 
This disintegration war by the enemy affected the overall system of the
country.  It  targeted  on  the  security  personnel,  mosques,  markets,
educational institutions and even residential areas.    As usually due to
the unwise decision and corrupt governance in our country, Black-water
freely  moved  in  the  country  with  their  objective  of  destabilizing
Pakistan. The aim of Pakistan destabilizing is to create sound ground for
taking over the country atomic resources with the argument that it may
fall to the extremist Taliban. Having said this, the so called war on terror
has brought an irreparable loss to Pakistan, both in terms of humans and
economic prosperity. Following is an account of the suicide attacks and
injuries that Pakistan faced from 1195-2011.    

Table 1:  History of Suicide Attacks in Pakistan

S.
No

Years Number of Suicide Bomb
Attacks in Pakistan

Injuries People killed

1 1995 01 07 14
2 2002 02 34 27
3 2003 02 103 69
4 2004 07 321 89
5 2005 04 219 84
6 2006 07 352 161
7 2007 54 1677 765
8 2008 59 1846 893
9 2009 76 2356 949
10 2010 49 2199 1167
11 2011 14 436 211

Total 274 9550 4426

Source: Nafees, (2013)
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The first suicide occurred in Islamabad in 1995. In this terrorist attack a
suicide bomber, allegedly Egyptian, targeted the embassy of Egypt by
hitting it with explosives-laden truck which resulted in the killing of 14
people and 07 injured. Another act of terrorism was happened when a
Pakistani attacked French engineers outside Sheraton Hotel in Karachi
in May 2002.  This attack took the lives of 15 innocent people, including
11 French engineers. This was followed by another terrorist  attack in
Karachi  on  14  June,  2002,  when  a  suicide  bomber  exploded  his
explosives-laden  truck  outside  the  American  embassy,  killing  12
persons. Only two suicide blasts occurred in the capital city of Pakistan
in 2003. In one attack the then president General Pervez Musharaf was
targeted and five persons lost their lives as a result of it. Another blast
happened in the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa in which 64 people
were killed. Seven more suicide attacks were experienced by Pakistan in
2004. Among which one attack targeted the then Prime Minister of the
country. The other six were sectarian attacks. 89 people lost their lives in
these attacks. The year 2005 saw four attacks which were sectarian. 84
people lost their lives in them. The number of suicide attacks in 2006
gained momentum and rose to  seven,  including two sectarian,  which
killed around 161 people.  In these attacks  the  targets  were American
embassy and Pakistani security forces. The year 2007 received further
increase in the number of suicides and touched the highest level. A large
number  of  suicide  attacks  have  been  occurred  till  the  recent  one  in
Hayatabad, Peshawar. More than thousand people have been killed in
these  suicide  attacks.  A  former  Prime  Minister  and  two  Federal
Ministers were targeted in these suicide attacks.  A complete detail  of
suicide attacks in Pakistan from 1995 to 2011 is depicted in table-1.
Most of these suicides attack and much of the destructions occurred in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.  There are numerous reasons for it:  the province
borders  Afghanistan,  The  inhabitants  have  strong  and  emotional
attachments to Islam, and most of the Madrassas during the Cold War
were established in the area. Overall fatalities have been tabulated in the
following table-2. 

Table 2:  Annual Fatalities in Terrorist Violence in Pakistan, 2003-
2008 

 Years Civilians SF Personnel Terrorists Total 

2003 140 24 25 189
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2004 435 184 244 863 

2005 430 81 137 648 

2006 608 325 538 1471 

2007 1523 597 1479 3599

2008 2155 654 3906 6715

Total 5291 1865 6329 13485

Source: Institute for Conflict Management (SATP) 

Conclusion:

Terrorism is a complex phenomenon and may not be understood in a
Western  monolithic  framework.  Rather  it  needs  to  be  located  in  the
wider global political context so that the real and hidden aims of the
West are highlighted. On the basis of the data mentioned in the paper, it
is argued that with the end of cold War, the ideological conflict between
capitalist democracy and communism was no more significant factor for
shaping global politics. Therefore, the American struggle to be the sole
world  political  and  economic  hegemonic  power,  her  efforts  to
universalize American values around the world and closing her eyes to
the atrocities of Israel and India operates as the key factor which has
been breeding hatred not only in a segment of Muslim population but
also among the Christian which in turn complicate the phenomena of
terrorism. To safeguard Pakistan from its deleterious effects, Pakistani
leadership must avoid the temptation to personalize foreign policy for
their  vested  interest.  They  should  serve  the  country  as  people
representatives and must give top priority to the state security.  They are
also required to be wise enough not to let America to seek her interests
in South Asia on domestic Pakistani politics.  Those in authority should
remember  that  Realists believe  that  the  primary  responsibility  of  the
government  in  establishing  relations  with  others  governments  is  the
security and wellbeing of its populous and territory and only secondarily
should  it  seek  other  goals.  As  per  as  the  link  between  Kashmir  and
terrorism in Pakistan is concerned, it should be publicly accepted that
people  on both sides  of  the  Line of  Control  (LoC) want  peace.  Any
differences, minors or majors, can be discussed and defused. However,
this can be done only when terrorist blackmailing stops. Peaceful and
tolerant culture should be created for achieving this goal as claimed by
Rourke (2005) that hatred can be overcome only by love. Having said
this, India need to reduce, rather quit her interference in Afghanistan.
The Indian also needs to avoid statements that it would not withdraw
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from Afghanistan as they believe that Taliban are speaking of an unholy
alliance between Christian America, Zionist Israel and Hindu India. This
is what Sivard (1988) asserted that a global peace depend on resolving
the underline conflicts and avoiding proxy war. Similarly, people at all
levels,  especially those who claim to be the custodian of Islam, must
distinguish  people  who  colour  themselves  with  Islam  but  aims  to
disintegrate the country. Last but not the least, the West in general and
America in particular, should respect the religious and cultural diversity
around  the  world  without  discrimination  or  prejudice.  They  are  also
required to avoid the imposition of their social, economic and political
standards on other societies, especially the Muslim world.  
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	The Assassins are claimed to be second group that showed glaring characteristics of terrorism (Blin and Chaliand, 2007). Blin and Chaliand argue that Nizari, a faction of Shia muslims, while conscious of their limited power, employed the tactic of killing the enemy leaders. Hassam-i-Sabbah, the leader of the group, based the faction in the hilly areas of Northern Iran. He would send a single killer to the most important enemy leader at the cost of his own life (Haffman, 2006).

